A Barrel-Related Interneuron in Layer 4 of Rat Somatosensory Cortex with a High Intrabarrel Connectivity
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Synaptic connections between identified fast-spiking (FS), parvalbumin (PV)-positive interneurons, and excitatory spiny neurons in layer 4 (L4) of the barrel cortex were investigated using patch-clamp recordings and simultaneous biocytin fillings. Three distinct clusters of FS L4 interneurons were identified based on their axonal morphology relative to the barrel column suggesting that these neurons do not constitute a homogeneous interneuron population. One L4 FS interneuron type had an axonal domain strictly confined to a L4 barrel and was therefore named “barrel-confined inhibitory interneuron” (BIn). BIns established reliable inhibitory synaptic connections with L4 spiny neurons at a high connectivity rate of 67%, of which 69% were reciprocal. Unitary IPSPs at these connections had a mean amplitude of 0.9 ± 0.8 mV with little amplitude variation and weak short-term synaptic depression. We found on average 3.7 ± 1.3 putative inhibitory synaptic contacts that were not restricted to perisomatic areas. In conclusion, we characterized a novel type of barrel cortex interneuron in the major thalamorecipient layer 4 forming dense synaptic networks with L4 spiny neurons. These networks constitute an efficient and powerful inhibitory feedback system, which may serve to rapidly reset the barrel microcircuitry following sensory activation.
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Introduction

Only a small fraction of neocortical neurons are GABAergic interneurons (in the barrel cortex, the number is as low as ~12%; Lefort et al. 2009; Meyer et al. 2011). Nevertheless, these neurons are highly diverse and therefore notoriously difficult to classify (e.g., Somogyi et al. 1998; Soltesz 2006; Ascoli et al. 2008). Some interneurons have clearly distinct morphological and functional features (e.g., chandelier or axo-axonic cells and Martinotti cells, Somogyi et al. 1982; Müller-Paschinger et al. 1983; DeFelipe et al. 1989; Tamás and Szabados 2004; Inda et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2009) while others cannot be classified easily into a distinct group. The apparent phenotype(s) of these neurons gave rise to overlapping descriptions that were used to define different groups (Kubota and Kawaguchi 1994; Kawaguchi and Kubota 1997; Gupta et al. 2000; Kawaguchi and Kondo 2002; for reviews, see Markram et al. 2004; Rudy et al. 2011; DeFelipe et al. 2013). The variability in the structural and/or functional features within a “group” was not always significantly smaller than the differences in these parameters across groups indicating a high degree of heterogeneity between GABAergic interneurons. Therefore, different morphological subtypes are hard to identify by visual inspection only and thus additional quantitative parameters are required for a meaningful classification. Some studies also reported problems in correlating the qualitative morphological classes with electrophysiological parameters (Gupta et al. 2000) and their pattern of antigen expression (Cauli et al. 2000), which calls into question previous attempts to classify interneurons using solely these criteria (Kawaguchi and Kubota 1997; Galaretta and Hestrin 1999; Gibson et al. 1999; Amitai et al. 2002).

GABAergic interneuron types in the “barrel” field of the somatosensory cortex have received considerable attention in recent years (e.g., Cauli et al. 2000, 2004; Angulo et al. 2003; Ascoli et al. 2008; Helmstaedter et al. 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Karagiannis et al. 2009; Avermann et al. 2012; Nogueira-Campos et al. 2012; Perrenoud et al. 2012; Chittajallu et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2013). However, detailed quantitative and correlated descriptions of their functional and structural properties are still relatively scarce and, in particular, the synaptic physiology of these neurons has been studied only recently.

In previous publications from our laboratory (Helmstaedter et al. 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c), we established a classification of interneurons in layer 2/3 of the barrel cortex based on their axonal projection pattern with reference to barrel-related cortical columns. Here, we investigated the role of fast-spiking (FS) interneurons in layer 4 of rat barrel cortex. We were able to identify 3 different subtypes of FS L4 interneurons with distinct barrel column-related axonal morphologies. Subsequently, we analyzed the characteristics of the inhibitory synaptic transmission between FS L4 interneurons and L4 spiny neurons. We focused our study on the FS L4 interneuron type that was encountered most frequently. These neurons showed expression of the Ca2+-binding protein parvalbumin (PV), but not for calbindin (CB), had an axonal arborization that was almost completely confined to a single barrel. These interneurons exhibited a high degree of synaptic connectivity with excitatory neurons in the same layer. We hypothesize that this FS L4 interneuron...
type mediates the rapid inhibition of the thalamocortical excitation of excitatory L4 spiny neurons through the efficient use of both feed-forward and feedback microcircuits.

**Materials and Methods**

**Experimental Setup**

All experimental procedures were carried out according to the animal welfare guidelines of the Max Planck Society. Wistar rats aged between 18 and 22 days were anesthetized with isoflurane, decapitated, and slices through the somatosensory cortex were cut in cold extracellular solution using a vibrating microslicer (DTK-1000, Dosaka, Kyoto, Japan). The method described by Agmon and Connors (1991) was used with minor modifications required for rat brain. The tissue was sliced at slow speed and high vibration frequency into 300-µm-thick "semi-coronal" slices (Land and Kandler 2002). Slices were collected with a pipette, and subsequently incubated (30–60 min) in an artificial saline solution bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 containing 6 mM MgCl2 to reduce synaptic activity at room temperature (22–24 °C) before recording. After the incubation, slices were transferred to the experimental setup and selected for best visibility of barrels in cortical layer 4. During the experiment, slices were continuously superfused with an extracellular solution containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 2.5 NaHCO3, 1.25 Na2HPO4, 2 CaCl2, and 1 MgCl2 and bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. The pipette (intracellular) solution used for both pre- and postsynaptic cell had the following composition (mM): 135 potassium gluconate, 4 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 phosphocreatine-Na, 4 ATP-Mg (pH 7.2, osmolarity 291 mOsm). Biocytin (Sigma, Munich, Germany) at a concentration of 3 mg/mL was routinely added to the internal solution and neurons were filled during 1–2 h of recording. Slices were placed in the recording chamber under an upright microscope (Axioskop FS1, Carl Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany; fitted with w2.5 plan/0.075 NA and w40 W/0.80 objectives) with the pial surface pointing to the front and the hippocampus to the right. The barrel field was visualized at low magnification under bright-field illumination and can be identified in layer 4 as narrow dark stripes with evenly spaced, light "hollows" (Agmon and Connors 1991; Feldmeyer et al. 1999). Barrel structures are present in 6 or 7 slices but a continuous band of barrels is visible only in 2 or 3 slices just above the fimbria–fornix and the lateral ventricle (Fig. 1A; Agmon and Connors 1991). Individual L4 neurons were identified at ×40 magnification using infrared differential interference contrast (IR-DIC) microscopy (Fig. 1B).

**Electrophysiological Recordings**

Whole-cell voltage recordings from single GABAergic interneurons in cortical barrels were made at 32–34 °C using patch pipettes of 3.5–6 MΩ resistance pulled of thick borosilicate glass capillaries (outer diameter, 2.0 mm; inner diameter, 0.5 mm). We used infrared video microscopy for visualization of barrel neurons. No neurons more superficial than 50 µm were patched; patched neurons were identified as FS L4 interneurons by their voltage response and fast action potential (AP) firing pattern in response to brief current injections (suprathreshold current pulse of 500 ms). Passive and active electrophysiological properties of FS L4 interneurons were determined from recordings with an Axoclamp-2B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, USA) and determined off-line (see Table 1; Feldmeyer et al. 1999; Radnikow et al. 2012). L4 spiny neurons were identified primarily by their significantly wider AP half width and their regular AP firing pattern (Connors et al. 1982; Connors and Gutnick 1990). The membrane potential of the postsynaptic spiny cell was set to a holding potential of −55 mV in order to increase the driving force for Cl− thus facilitating the detection of inhibitory connections; corrections for liquid junction potential were not made. Searching for GABAergic inhibitory connections was done by application of brief suprathreshold current injections at a frequency of 10 Hz, which elicited APs in the presynaptic interneuron. If IPSPs were detected in the postsynaptic spiny cell, we used a standard protocol for paired recording (Feldmeyer et al. 1999; Radnikow et al. 2012).

**Analysis of Electrophysiological Data**

For the description of physiological, structural, and molecular features, we used, whenever applicable, the nomenclature suggested by the Petilla Convention (Ascoli et al. 2008). Analysis of passive and active electrophysiological properties was performed using custom-made software (written in IGOR PRO, Waveformics, as in Helmstaedter et al. 2009b). For analysis, the trace with an initial inter-AP interval that was closest to 10 ms (100 Hz) was used. Synaptic parameters (both for inhibitory and excitatory connections) were evaluated as described previously (Feldmeyer et al. 1999).

**Immunohistochemical Staining**

To determine the Ca2+-binding protein phenotype, we recorded 10 single L4 interneurons for subsequent immunohistochemistry. The recording time was reduced to <5 min in order to minimize cytoplasmic dilution, which would otherwise lead to decreased sensitivity for the detection of antigen patterns. To offset the shorter patch time, we used high concentrations of biocytin in the pipette solution (12 mg/mL). The pipette was carefully withdrawn from the soma and the slice was kept in the bath for ~30 min to allow diffusion of biocytin into the axon. Slices were postfixed overnight at 4 °C in phosphate-buffered (PB) saline (100 mM, pH 7.4), containing 4% paraformaldehyde and then resliced in agar at 50–100 µm with a vibratome (Leica VT1000, Wertheim, Germany). The antibodies used were primary antibodies against PV and CB (mouse anti-PV, 1:5000; rabbit anti-CB D-28k, 1:5000) both antibodies from Swant, Bellinzona, Switzerland. In addition, we used AMCA-Streptavidin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA; diluted 1:100) to identify the structural features of the interneuron by its binding to biocytin. After incubation with the primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C and subsequent rinsing with Tris-buffered saline (50 mM), the sections were incubated for 2–3 h at room temperature with secondary antibodies, Cy5-conjugated donkey-anti-mouse (1:200; Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, MN, USA) to detect the PV-expression, and Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (1:200; Vector Laboratories Ltd, Petersborough, UK) to detect the CB-expression in the L4 interneurons, respectively. Slices were processed for confocal microscopy (Axion Imaging) and analyzed with MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA, USA).Figure 1. L4 interneurons in the barrel cortex slice. (A) Acute thalamocortical slice through the "barrel" field in rat somatosensory cortex with a patch pipette showing the recording position in layer 4. (B) IR-DIC image of a L4 interneuron during the experiment. (C) Biocytin staining of the same cell as shown in panel B with the characteristic dense axonal arborization pattern of interneuron axon within the barrel.
embedded in Vectastain (Vector Laboratories Ltd) and viewed under a laser-scanning confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The interneuron was identified by AMCA fluorescence (450 nm filter). Laser lines were sequentially excited to avoid excitation overlap (with laser emission wavelengths of 532 and 635 nm for fluorescence indicating CB and PV expression, respectively). After acquisition of the fluorescence data and immunocytochemical characterization, the standard avidin–biotin–horseradish peroxidase–DAB reaction was performed (ABC-Elite; Camon, Wiesbaden, Germany; cf., Lübke et al. 2003; Marx et al. 2012).

Biocytin Labeling, Morphological Reconstructions, and Analysis
Following recording, slices were fixed at 4 °C for at least 24 h in 100 mM PB solution (pH 7.4), containing 4% paraformaldehyde. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked by incubation of the slices in 3% H2O2 for 20 min. After several rinses in normal 100 mM PB solution, they were then incubated in a 100-mM PB solution containing 1% avidin–biotinylated horseradish peroxidase–DAB reaction was performed (ABC-Elite; Camon, Wiesbaden, Germany; cf., Lübke et al. 2003; Marx et al. 2012).

Quantitative Analysis of Axonal Projections
For the quantitative morphological analysis of L4 interneurons, we used the same method as described for L2/3 interneurons in rat barrel cortex (Helmstaedter et al. 2009a). In brief, the whole reconstruction was aligned with the bright-field photograph of the slice taken during the experiment. We generated 2D maps (density maps) of 3D axonal and dendritic domains in relation to the anatomically defined cortical layers, by using custom-made software (“Rembrandt”; Helmstaedter et al. 2009a) written in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). “Contour lines” were computed as “iso-density lines” that enclosed a 70%, 80%, and 90%, respectively, of the total axonal length of the neuron. So-called “innervation domains” were calculated for the inhibitory connection between L4 interneurons and spiny neurons. Reconstructions of the dendritic trees of 9 postsynaptic L4 spiny neurons were processed as described above to obtain average interpolated maps of dendritic length density aligned to the center of the home barrel. For each of the axonal projection types represented by the different clusters (see below), the barrel-aligned axonal density maps of presynaptic interneurons were pointwise multiplied with the barrel-aligned dendritic density maps of the postsynaptic L4 spiny neurons. Maps were not normalized, so the product density was comparable among interneuron types. Three contour lines at the same absolute product density are shown for all innervation domains for comparison (Fig. 3B).

The “axon barrel ratio” of the axonal projection was calculated as the ratio between the axonal path length of the L4 interneuron that was within the home barrel of the neuron and the total axonal length. The home barrel was here defined to include half of the adjacent septa on both sides to reduce variability in determining the lateral borders of the home barrel in the thalamocortical slice plane. The “axon home column ratio” was calculated as the ratio between the axonal path length of the L4 interneuron within the home barrel column and the total axonal length. The home column was defined here to include half of the adjacent septa on either side of the barrel.

Cluster Analysis
Axonal projection types were determined using a cluster analysis in the 2D parameter space of the axon barrel ratio and the axon home column ratio as defined above. Distances were measured as Euclidean, and a linkage method based on the minimal increase of intracluster variance at each linkage step was used (Ward 1963). For determining the number of clusters present, the Thordike procedure was used (Thordike 1953; Cauli et al. 2000; Helmstaedter et al. 2009a). Briefly, the linkage step leading to the maximum increase in linkage distance was used for cutoff.

Table 1
Intrinsic electrophysiological properties of layer 4 interneurons and excitatory L4 spiny neurons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Spiny neurons mean ± SD</th>
<th>P (spiny neurons vs. L4 IN)</th>
<th>Barrel inhibitor Cluster 1 mean ± SD</th>
<th>Cluster 2 mean ± SD</th>
<th>Cluster 1 mean ± SD</th>
<th>P (cluster 3 vs. P (cluster 3 vs. 2))</th>
<th>P (cluster 3 vs. 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total axon length (mm)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>16.0 ± 6.0</td>
<td>19.6 ± 7.0</td>
<td>25.5 ± 11.4</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axon barrel ratio</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.11</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static EP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP half width (ms)</td>
<td>1.10 ± 0.13</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action potential amplitude (mV)</td>
<td>17.8 ± 1.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>12.7 ± 3.5</td>
<td>15.7 ± 8.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP threshold (mV)</td>
<td>−40.8 ± 8.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>−34.4 ± 7.6</td>
<td>−33.3 ± 6.0</td>
<td>−35.0 ± 5.4</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic EP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fmax (%)</td>
<td>60 ± 9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>279 ± 51</td>
<td>293 ± 88</td>
<td>280 ± 56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation ratio</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.10</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP difference (mV)</td>
<td>−7.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive EP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Vm (mV)</td>
<td>−70.1 ± 8.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>−67.2 ± 4.9</td>
<td>−67.2 ± 4.8</td>
<td>64.2 ± 7.7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane resistance (MΩ)</td>
<td>138.9 ± 26.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>85 ± 19.8</td>
<td>91.2 ± 21.9</td>
<td>96.2 ± 19.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different morphological subtypes as defined by cluster analysis are represented by “barrel inhibitor” neurons (cluster 3) and 2 noncluster 3 subgroups (pooled data of cluster 1 and 2 interneurons). There was no difference in any physiological parameter between the 3 different morphological clusters of layer 4 interneurons (ANOVA with Dunn’s post-test analysis; ns, nonsignificant). When compared with L4 interneurons (L4 IN), L4 spiny neurons showed differences in all physiological parameters except baseline membrane voltage (n/a, nonapplicable).
entire axonal and dendritic trees for an unambiguous identification of synaptic contacts between the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons \((n=17)\). Only when a clear apposition between an axonal bouton and dendritic shaft or spine was visible, these were judged to be putative synaptic contacts.

After putative synaptic contact sites had been determined, we measured the distance of those contacts to the postsynaptic soma as geometric dendritic distance. Among all reciprocally connected cell pairs, we selected those with excellent staining for the same quantitative identification of excitatory synaptic contacts \((n=7)\).

**Results**

**Quantitative Morphological Analysis of L4 Interneurons in Rat Barrel Cortex**

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings and simultaneous biocytin labeling was performed for a total of 45 interneurons in layer 4 of the barrel cortex of 18- to 22-days-old rats (Fig. 1). The dendritic and axonal arborizations of these neurons were completely reconstructed for a subsequent quantitative morphological analysis. The total axonal length was measured in 3D and the fractions of axonal length in different functional compartments (home barrel, home barrel column, adjacent column, e.g., see Supplementary Fig. 2A) were determined. Data were derived from Neurolucida reconstructions of biocytin-filled neurons, which were aligned to the center of the home barrel. We took bright-field photomicrographs of the slice after recording, which showed visible barrel fields as well as somata positions indicated by the tips of patch pipettes (Fig. 1A). The alignment was done by matching soma positions and pia mater of the reconstructions with the corresponding bright-field photomicrographs (see Materials and Methods section for further details).

**Cluster Analysis of L4 Interneurons**

Based on the reconstruction of the axonal projection of L4 interneurons (Fig. 2A), we calculated the fraction of the axon that was confined to a barrel (axon barrel ratio) and the fraction that was confined to the home barrel column (axon home column ratio). Figure 2B shows the distribution of axonal projection ratios within the barrel and in the home column of the neurons. While most L4 interneurons in this study were confined to the home column (only one interneuron showed 80% of axonal length within its column), the fraction of the axon in the home barrel was much more variable with values for the axon barrel ratio ranging between 9% and 98%. The large variety in the axonal projection pattern suggests the existence of different L4 interneuron subpopulations, with different functional roles in the neuronal microcircuity of the barrel cortex. Therefore, an unsupervised cluster analysis based on these parameters was performed that revealed 3 distinct morphological clusters of L4 interneurons (Fig. 2C).

L4 interneurons in cluster 1 had a much lower axon barrel ratio \((0.28 \pm 0.11)\) than clusters 2 and 3 neurons (Fig. 2B). Indeed, these interneurons are always characterized by a large axonal projection field, one in layer 4 and a second, dense domain in layer 2/3 of their home column. A subset of cluster 1 L4 interneurons showed also projections to layer 5A and 5B (Supplementary Fig. 1). The axonal home column ratio of cluster 1 interneurons was lower \((0.88 \pm 0.12)\) than that of cluster 2 or 3 interneurons (see Supplementary Figs 2 and 3). In layer 4, axons of cluster 1 interneurons are largely confined to a barrel, but displayed column-border-crossing axon collaterals in layers 2/3 and 5 (for representative neurons belonging to each cluster, see Fig. 3A1–3). In addition, the dendritic domain of cluster 1 interneurons is also more diverse than that of both cluster 2 and 3 interneurons (Supplementary Fig. 1). It is therefore very likely that this cluster comprises more than 1 L4 interneuron type.
For interneurons belonging to cluster 2, the fraction of the axon within a barrel was significantly lower than that observed for cluster 3 L4 interneurons (Table 1, 0.66 ± 0.06 vs. 0.89 ± 0.05, cluster 2 vs. cluster 3; cf., Fig. 3A2 with Fig. 3A3). Nevertheless, the axonal arborization of cluster 2 interneurons remained strongly confined to the home barrel column (ratio of axon within the home column 0.96 ± 0.04). The axonal domain of cluster 2 interneurons was predominantly in layer 4 but some axonal collaterals were found to project vertically into layer 2/3 and 5 of the home column. In addition, axon collaterals of few cluster 2 interneurons projected laterally into neighboring barrels. This suggests that these interneurons have both intra- and translaminar target neurons (Supplementary Fig. 3). Given the strict axonal confinement to the barrel, the cluster 3 neurons will in the remainder of the text be referred to as L4 “barrel-confined inhibitory interneurons” (BIns). The total axonal length of those neurons was significantly lower than for cells projecting outside the barrel (16.0 ± 6.0 vs. 25.5 ± 11.4 mm, P < 0.05, cluster 3 vs. cluster 1; cf., Fig. 3A1 with Fig. 3A3). The fraction of the axon within barrel borders was significantly higher in BIns (0.89 ± 0.05 vs. 0.28 ± 0.11; P < 0.001). Consequently, there was also a strong confinement of these neurons to the home column, quantified as a high axon column ratio (0.99 ± 0.02). The average height of the home barrels as defined here was 279 ± 51 µm (n = 45), the average height of layer 4 was 234 ± 26 µm, and the average

![Figure 3. Average axonal domains and firing patterns of the 3 different types of fast-spiking L4 interneurons.](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/25/3/713/349318)

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>IPSPs (n = 13) mean ± SD</th>
<th>EPSPs (n = 6) mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postsynaptic Vm (mV)*</td>
<td>−55.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>−69.7 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP amplitude (mV)</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.81</td>
<td>1.8 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV of PSP amplitude</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.25</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure rate (%)</td>
<td>14 ± 17</td>
<td>7 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ms)**</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IPSPs were recorded at BIn–L4 spiny neuron connections at a membrane potential of −55 mV; EPSPs were recorded at reciprocal L4 spiny neuron–BIn connection at resting membrane potential. Baseline membrane voltage for recording of IPSPs in postsynaptic L4 spiny neurons was set to a potential of −55 mV (see Materials and Methods section). The calculated IPSP amplitude at the resting membrane potential was 0.68 ± 0.02 mV.

**P < 0.001.
septum width was 59 ± 28 µm. In the remainder of this study, we focused on this type of L4 interneurons.

We also found differences between interneurons of the 3 different clusters with respect to the dendritic domain. Dendritic confinement to barrel borders was related to axonal confinement in all 3 clusters. Dendritic barrel ratios were significantly higher in Blns (represented by cluster 3 neurons, 0.91 ± 0.09) than for cluster 2 (0.79 ± 0.12, P < 0.01) or cluster 1 L4 interneurons (0.63 ± 0.24, P < 0.001). There was, however, no significant difference in total dendritic length between Blns (3.0 ± 1.4 mm) and cluster 2 (2.6 ± 0.9 mm, P = 0.35) or cluster 1 neurons (4.0 ± 2.1, P = 0.09).

Thus, we were able to identify 3 distinct barrel cortex L4 interneuron types using a cluster analysis based on their axonal projection pattern relative to the borders of the home barrel and barrel column. However, the electrophysiological properties of the anatomically distinct L4 interneurons identified here were rather similar (Fig. 3 and Table 1). To get a more complete understanding of their function, we performed a correlated analysis of their intrinsic and synaptic electrophysiological parameters.

Axonal Density Maps of L4 Interneurons
Maps of the “axonal density” were constructed using procedures described previously (Lübke et al. 2003; Helmstaedter et al. 2009a; Helmstaedter and Feldmeyer 2010). Density maps for individual interneurons of the same cluster were averaged. Figure 3B1–3 shows the corresponding average axonal density maps (blue) for all 3 different morphological clusters (cluster 1, n = 11; cluster 2, n = 11; cluster 3, n = 23). The contours of the density percentiles of Blns (cluster 3 interneurons) almost match the barrel outlines (Fig. 3B3). The axonal density map of cluster 2 interneurons is similar to that of cluster 3 interneurons but a low-density axonal projection to deep layer 2/3 is also visible (cf., Fig. 3B2 with Fig. 3B3). This may be partly due to the more widespread axonal arborization of cluster 2 cells (primarily to lower layer 2/3 of the home column) when compared with Blns. However, another parameter responsible for this difference is the higher absolute volume density of the axonal arborization in Blns. In Blns, axons exhibit a higher degree of collateralization than L4 interneurons belonging to cluster 1 or 2, leading to the very dense appearance of their axonal tree within the barrel (cf., Fig. 3A3 with Fig. 3A1,2; see also Supplementary Figs. 1–3).

Cluster 1 neurons display still a mainly column-confined axonal domain and reside largely within the borders of the respective home barrel column. Only few axon collaterals project into adjacent columns. However, they possess a prominent vertical axonal domain in layer 2/3 (Fig. 3A1 and Supplementary Fig. 1), where the axon arborizes extensively. Moreover, cluster 1 interneurons consistently show some long-range axonal branches descending into layer 5 (lower part of 90-percentile circle in Fig. 3B1). This implies that these interneurons target not only L4 and L2/3 neurons but may also innervate neurons in infragranular layers.

Intrinsic Electrophysiological Properties and Excitability Parameters of L4 Interneurons
The pool of 27 cells identified as Blns consisted of 12 neurons from single-cell recordings and 15 neurons from paired recordings. The latter were further evaluated for synaptic properties of the GABAergic synapse onto L4 spiny neurons within the same barrel (see below).

Action Potential Parameters
Blns had a mean AP threshold of 34.0 ± 7.6 mV, a mean AP half width of 0.32 ± 0.08 ms (n = 27) and a strong AHP (16.0 ± 3.5 mV). Also characteristic, though not measured quantitatively, was the rapid return of AHP to baseline membrane voltage, corresponding not only to deep but also sharply edged AHP curves. To compare these parameters between all 3 different clusters of interneurons, we used a non-parametric ANOVA (Kruskal–Wallis) test with Dunn’s post-test analysis. Interneurons of all 3 morphological clusters displayed no significant statistical differences for any of these intrinsic physiological parameters (Table 1).

In previous studies on cortical interneurons, one of the most frequently used electrophysiological parameter for defining interneuron types is the maximum AP firing frequency, Fmax (e.g., Kawaguchi and Kubota 1997; Gibson et al. 1999; Sun et al. 2006; Gentet et al. 2010; for a review, see Ascoli et al. 2008; Gentet 2012). However, this parameter could not be used to differentiate between the 3 clusters of L4 interneurons described here. Interneurons of all 3 clusters showed a so-called “fast-spiking” (FS) firing pattern, independent of their often substantial morphological differences (see Fig. 3Cl–3). Fmax was found to be high for all L4 interneurons and no significant statistical differences were observed. In Blns, Fmax at steady state (saturating frequency) was 279 ± 51 Hz; in L4 interneurons belonging to cluster 1 and cluster 2, Fmax was 293 ± 88 and 280 ± 55 Hz, respectively.

Analysis of PV and CB Antigen Expression
A subset of L4 interneurons (n = 10) was investigated for the presence of 2 calcium-binding proteins, PV and CB, respectively. PV is a common marker of FS interneurons (Kawaguchi and Kubota 1993, 1997; Rudy et al. 2011). For initial identification of the biocytin-filled neuron, we used AMCA-Streptavidin (Fig. 3D, upper panel). We recorded 6 Blns (cluster 3 neurons), which were all PV-positive but CB-negative as shown in Figure 3D. We also investigated 3 cluster 2 interneurons, which showed no immunoreactivity for either PV or CB. There was also one cluster 1 cell, which was PV-positive and CB-negative, like the cluster 3 cells.

The Unitary Synaptic Connections Between the L4 Blns and the L4 Spiny Neurons
The GABAergic Synapse Between L4 Blns and Spiny Neurons
A major postsynaptic target of GABAergic interneurons in layer 4 are excitatory L4 neurons, namely spiny stellate and star pyramidal cells (Porter et al. 2001; Ma et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2006). Thus, GABAergic interneurons are important elements of neuronal networks in the barrel cortex (Swadlow 2003) and shape the flow of excitation from the thalamus to L4 spiny neurons in a given cortical column (Armstrong-James et al. 1992; Helmstaedter et al. 2007; Meyer et al. 2010).
completely blocked by 25 µM gabazine, a GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor antagonist. No contribution of GABA<sub>B</sub> receptors to the inhibitory response was observed (data not shown).

The resting membrane potential of the postsynaptic L4 spiny neurons (−70 ± 8.2 mV) was close to the GABA<sub>A</sub>ergic IPSP reversal potential (which was calculated to be −84 ± 4.5 mV using the IV curve). Thus, the driving force for the current passing through GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors at resting potential is small; postsynaptic neurons were therefore held at a membrane potential of −55 mV to better resolve the inhibitory response (Fig. 4A). The mean unitary IPSP amplitude at Bln–L4 spiny neuron connections was 0.95 ± 0.81 mV (n = 27) under this condition; at resting potential, this amounts to a unitary IPSP amplitude of only 0.45 mV.

The coefficient of variation (CV) of the IPSP amplitudes was small for this connection (Fig. 4B), ranging from 0.21 to 1.1 with a mean of 0.49 ± 0.25 (Table 2). There was an inverse correlation between CV and IPSP amplitudes (Fig. 4C). In simple binomial models of synaptic transmission, this relationship is to be expected when the unitary IPSP amplitude is primarily determined by the neurotransmitter release probability (P<sub>r</sub>, cf., Katz and Miledi 1972). For the Bln–L4 spiny neuron connection, the number of release sites (n<sub>b</sub>) was assumed to be n<sub>b</sub> = 4, a value close to the mean number of putative synaptic contacts found by light-microscopic inspection of close appositions between presynaptic axons and postsynaptic dendrites (see below). The 2 limiting curves in Figure 4C were calculated for a high quantal IPSP amplitude (q<sub>S</sub>) of 0.6 mV (dashed curve on the right), and a low q<sub>S</sub> of 0.14 mV (dashed curve on the left), respectively, with varying release probabilities. All unitary IPSP amplitudes except one (average IPSP amplitude: 3.2 ± 0.7 mV) fell between the 2 fitted curves. This is consistent
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**Figure 4.** Synaptic connection between L4 interneurons and spiny neurons. (A) Presynaptic AP (blue) in a L4 Bln (cluster 3 neuron) and 10 consecutive IPSPs (red) in a L4 spiny neuron recorded at a membrane potential of −55 mV. Note the amplitude fluctuation between individual IPSPs. (B) Distribution of the coefficient of IPSP variation for Bln–L4 spiny neuron connections. (C) Relationship between unitary IPSP amplitudes and CVs displaying a high reliability (low variation) even for small IPSP amplitudes (n = 13). The 2 dashed lines represent the predictions of simple binomial release statistics for the CV as a function of the IPSP amplitude assuming 4 synaptic contacts (close to the number of putative synaptic contacts identified for this connection) and low q<sub>S</sub> = 0.14 mV (left) and high q<sub>S</sub> = 0.6 mV (right), respectively. (D) Latency distribution for this synaptic connection; the average latency was 0.55 ± 0.12 ms. (E1) Paired pulse behavior at Bln–L4 spiny neuron connection. Five APs (blue) elicited in a Bln and individual IPSPs (light red) evoked in the L4 spiny neuron together with the corresponding average IPSP (red) are shown. (E2) Paired pulse depression for 5 consecutive IPSPs elicited by APs at either 100 ms (10 Hz) or 25 ms (40 Hz) intervals. At both frequencies, a marked depression can be observed. The depression at 25-ms intervals between APs is markedly stronger.
with previous reports for excitatory intracortical connections (Markram et al. 1997; Feldmeyer et al. 1999, 2002, 2006). In accordance with these findings, the failure rate was low with an average of 0.14 ± 0.17 (range 0–0.52), suggesting a high reliability (i.e., release probability) of these synaptic contacts. The latency between the peak of the AP and the unitary IPSP at an individual synaptic connection showed very little variation (CV for latencies at any individual connection was <0.5). For that reason, individual latency histograms were narrow and displayed a single peak, indicating monosynaptic transmission of IPSPs. The chemical transmission of inhibitory signals at the Bln-L4 spiny neuron synapse appeared to be fast, as shown by short latencies distinctly below 1 ms (Fig. 4D). Latencies of all Bln-L4 spiny neuron cell pairs ranged from 0.38 to 0.80 ms and with a mean of 0.55 ± 0.12 ms. The rise and decay time of a typical IPSP were 1.3 ± 0.5 and 24 ± 6 ms, respectively, which is significantly longer than those of EPSPs in L4 spiny neurons (for a comparison, see below).

**Paired Pulse Analysis**

We recorded IPSPs (IPSP_{1}–IPSP_{2}) in response to a presynaptic burst of 5 APs, with time intervals between consecutive APs of 100 ms (corresponding to a frequency of 10 Hz), and 25 ms (40 Hz), respectively (Fig. 4E1,2). All inhibitory synaptic connections showed short-term depression at both 10 and 40 Hz, respectively (Fig. 4E1,2). There was no statistically significant difference in the degree of synaptic depression between the different morphological types of presynaptic interneurons (i.e., clusters 1–3 L4 interneurons).

In Bln-L4 spiny neuron pairs, the degree of synaptic depression was significantly stronger at a stimulation frequency of 40 Hz than at 10 Hz, as indicated by smaller ratio of between the amplitudes of the second to fourth IPSP relative to the first IPSP (IPSP_{2}/IPSP_{1}; Fig. 4E2): At 10 Hz frequency, the IPSP_{2}/IPSP_{1} ratio was on average 0.83 ± 0.13 (n = 13) compared with a ratio of 0.68 ± 0.13 (n = 11, P < 0.01) at a frequency of 40 Hz.

**Connectivity Within the Barrel**

The assessment of the connection probability has certain experimental constraints, the most important factors being the position of the neurons within the slice as well as the slice-cutting angle. In our experiments, between 1 and 3 excitatory neurons had to be patched to find a inhibitory synaptic connection between a L4 interneuron and a L4 spiny neuron. We found a total of 29 L4 interneurons (data pooled together from all 3 morphological clusters) that were synaptically connected to a L4 spiny neuron in the same barrel (Figs 4 and 5). The calculated connectivity for the inhibitory connection of those 29 pairs was 67% (i.e., a total of 43 spiny neurons were patched to find 29 connections). All pairs with an established inhibitory connection were tested for a reciprocal excitatory contact. Out of the 29 cell pairs 20 were reciprocally connected, which translates into an excitatory connectivity ratio of 69% at L4 spiny neuron-L4 interneuron synapses. For Bln-L4 spiny neuron connections, in particular, we determined a connectivity ratio of 63% (n = 15 cell pairs); the reciprocal connection ratio was 67% (n = 10). Notably, in contrast to many excitatory neurons, these high connectivity ratios were independent of the distance between the somata of the pre- and postsynaptic neurons. This is likely to be due to the high density of both the L4 FS interneuron and the L4 spiny neuron axon within a cortical barrel. Somatic distances between pre- and postsynaptic neurons in a barrel were high with an average of 109 ± 39 µm (n = 19). Specifically for Bln–spiny neuron pairs, the average soma distance was 120 ± 43 µm (n = 11). As for unidirectional inhibitory connections, the likelihood of a reciprocal excitatory connection was independent of the distances between pre- and postsynaptic soma.

**Properties of Excitatory Synapses in Reciprocally Connected Pairs of L4 Interneurons and Spiny Neurons**

Six of the ten reciprocally connected cell pairs were randomly chosen for detailed analysis of excitatory synaptic physiology. EPSP amplitudes varied strongly between individual neuronal cell pairs, with mean amplitudes ranging from 0.5 to 4.6 mV (Table 2). The CV of EPSP amplitudes was smaller than that of inhibitory connections (0.34 ± 0.09, Table 2). Together with a low failure rate (0.07 ± 0.09), this indicates that these excitatory connections are of a high reliability. The latency of the EPSPs was found to be 1.0 ± 0.3 ms, indicating that these connections are monosynaptic; however, it is significantly longer than for IPSPs (0.5 ± 0.1 ms, P < 0.001; Fig. 5B). This difference in latency may result at least in part from the different axonal geometries of Blns and L4 spiny neurons: The axon of L4 spiny neurons descends to layer 5A before ascending collaterals establish synaptic contacts with a Bln dendrite while a Bln axon remains within its home barrel and establishes contacts onto L4 spiny neuron dendrites at a much shorter axonal distance.

**Quantitative Evaluation of Synaptic Contacts**

Putative synaptic contacts for all reconstructed biocytin-labeled inhibitory L4 interneuron-L4 spiny neuron pairs were identified by light-microscopic examination (magnification ×100 objective and ×10 eyepiece; see Fig. 6, cf., Markram et al. 1997). In previous publications, we have shown using electron microscopic analysis that this allows a reliable identification of synaptic contacts established by presynaptic axons on postsynaptic dendrites (cf., Markram et al. 1997; Feldmeyer et al. 2002, 2006; Silver et al. 2003).

The mean number of inhibitory contacts established by L4 FS interneurons onto L4 spiny neurons was 3.5 ± 1.2 (n = 17), ranging from 2 to 6 per connection (Fig. 7A inset, open bars). An analysis including only Blns gave almost identical values (3.7 ± 1.3 synaptic contact sites ranging from 2 to 6; n = 10; Figs 6 and 7A inset, filled bars). The geometric distance of each individual synaptic contact between the contact site on the postsynaptic dendrite and the postsynaptic soma was 64 ± 32 µm (range 3 to 126 µm, n = 59 contacts; Fig. 7A, open bars) for all inhibitory synaptic contacts from clusters 1–3 L4 interneurons. For Bln-L4 spiny neuron pairs, the contact to soma distance was 66 ± 32 µm (n = 37 contacts; Fig. 7A, filled bars). In accordance with their rather distant dendritic location, most contact sites were found on third-order dendrites of the postsynaptic L4 spiny neurons (for distribution of contact sites, see Table 2). No correlation between the number of synaptic contacts and the unitary IPSP amplitude at an individual GABAergic connection was observed. Furthermore, the number of inhibitory synaptic contacts per connection was not correlated with the distance between the somata of pre- and postsynaptic neurons for the Bln to L4 spiny neuron connection (Fig. 7B).

We also investigated the number of putative excitatory synaptic contacts in reciprocally connected cell pairs. We identified an average number of 2.1 ± 0.4 (n = 7; Fig. 7C inset, open bars)
contact sites per connection onto all clusters 1–3 interneurons; for L4 spiny neuron–Bln pairs in particular, we found 2.0 ± 0.0 (n = 5) contacts (Figs 6 and 7C inset, filled bars). The mean geometric distance between soma and the excitatory contact site on L4 FS interneurons of all clusters was 81.2 ± 50.3 µm (n = 15) ranging from 11.5 to 164.4 µm. For L4 spiny neuron–Bln pairs, this value was 64.1 ± 40.6 µm (range 11.5–157.1 µm; n = 10), which is not different from the value obtained for all L4 interneurons (Fig. 7C). The number of excitatory synaptic contacts (i.e., at the L4 spiny neurons–L4 interneurons; Fig. 7C inset) showed a narrow distribution. A similarly narrow distribution of contact sites was also observed for synapses established between L4 spiny neurons and L2/3 pyramidal cells (Feldmeyer et al. 2002), although the average number of contacts was higher for that particular connection (4.5 ± 0.5; cf., Table 3 in Feldmeyer et al. 2002).

Discussion

In this study, we have identified the structural and synaptic properties of a specific interneuron type in layer 4 of rat barrel cortex. We found that a large fraction of L4 interneurons share contact sites...
a FS AP firing pattern but exhibit distinct axonal domains relative to the home barrel and the home barrel column. One of these L4 FS interneurons was a homogenous group we named Bln because of its remarkably dense axonal domain that is spatially confined to a single barrel in layer 4 of the somatosensory cortex. Blns show a very high connectivity to excitatory L4 spiny neurons and thus provide an effective inhibition of the excitatory signal flow in the barrel cortex. In brain slice preparations, axonal and/or dendritic truncations often lead to an underestimation of synaptic connectivity. For long-range synaptic connections, this is definitely the case. However, truncations are less likely for L4 Bln-L4 spiny neuron connections because the L4 Bln axons and the L4 spiny neuron dendrites are confined to a very small volume in the brain slice. This is also supported by the high-synaptic connectivity ratio found in our study.

**FS Interneurons**

Blns belong to the group of cortical FS interneurons that are characterized by short duration (<0.5 ms) APs and high maximal firing frequencies (>200 Hz). In the literature on cortical interneurons, FS interneurons have often been summarized into one single group (McCormick et al. 1985; Galarreta and Hestrin 1999; Gibson et al. 1999; Mancilla et al. 2007; for reviews, see Ascoli et al. 2008; Rudy et al. 2011). The present study demonstrates, however, that a fast AP firing pattern is a feature common to several structurally distinct types of interneurons with different axonal domains varying from a strictly barrel-confined one to one that innervates predominantly layers 3 and 5A. Because the axonal projection of an interneuron type is highly relevant for its intracortical connectivity and functional role in the cortical microcircuitry, the term “FS” cannot predict a particular interneuron type. It remains to be determined whether all FS interneuron types in a given cortical layer form one single network, as has been suggested previously (Galarreta and Hestrin 1999; Gibson et al. 1999), or whether interneuron networks are formed exclusively between interneurons of the same morphological type.

Differences in the active and passive electrophysiological characteristics of interneurons have also been linked to expression of certain proteins. Distinct patterns of PV or CB expression depending on different firing patterns have been identified for neocortical L5 non-pyramidal cells (Kawaguchi and Kubota 1993). Similarly, other FS neurons were found to contain PV and CB, although expression of PV appeared to be the more common feature (Cauli et al. 1997, 2000; Rudy et al. 2011). A categorization of GABAergic non-pyramidal cells in the neocortex based on antigen expression revealed overlapping expression patterns between the different subgroups of neurons (Kawaguchi and Kubota 1993, 1997; Kubota et al. 2011; see also Gentet 2012). Dumitriu et al. (2007) performed a detailed and correlated anatomical and physiological characterization of 3 subtypes of visual cortical interneurons in mice that express the green fluorescent protein in either PV, somatostatin, or neuropeptide Y expressing interneurons. The 3 interneuron types showed systematic differences in their dendritic and axonal morphology as well as in the properties of their respective excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs; however, PV-positive FS interneurons in a given layer were more or less homogeneous in their dendritic and axonal projection patterns. Triple labeling of interneurons in murine primary visual cortex with antibodies against PV, calretinin, and somatostatin revealed that throughout development, PV immunoreactivity never co-localizes with that for calretinin and/or somatostatin (Gonchar et al. 2007; see also Rudy et al. 2011). However, the analysis of the axonal projection pattern of FS interneurons in layer 4 in the barrel cortex revealed at least 2 distinct interneuron types, illustrating that both the immunohistochemical profile and the AP firing pattern does not simply match or predict the axonal projection types of PV-positive L4 interneurons.

**Comparison with Previous Studies**

Blns have several features in common with the “basket cell” type of neocortical FS interneurons (Peters and Regidor 1981;
DeFelipe and Fairén 1982; Martin et al. 1983; Somogyi et al. 1983; Kawaguchi and Kubota 1997; Tamás et al. 1997, 1998; Povyshova et al. 2008; for a review, see Ascoli et al. 2008), namely, a FS pattern, the expression of the Ca²⁺-binding protein PV, and a highly local and dense axonal domain. In contrast to axo-axonic interneurons (e.g., Somogyi et al. 1983; DeFelipe et al. 1989; Rudy et al. 2011) that innervate exclusively the axon initial segment, basket cells establish multiple synaptic contacts on the somata and proximal dendrites of postsynaptic excitatory neurons (DeFelipe and Fairén 1982).

The main functional role of this so-called perisomatic inhibition provided by basket cells was suggested to be a clockwork mechanism for cortical network oscillations (Freund and Katona 2007).

Generally, inhibition is considered perisomatic when GABAergic synaptic contacts are on the soma, or on dendrites within a relatively short distance from the postsynaptic soma (Megías et al. 2001; Papp et al. 2001; Freund and Katona 2007). Despite the morphological similarities, BIns do not act predominantly via perisomatic inhibition like basket cells; therefore, we decided to give them a new name that highlights their unique functional role in layer 4 of the barrel cortex. The majority of inhibitory synaptic contacts established by BIns onto the L4 spiny neurons are at a mean dendritic distance to the soma of 66±32 µm. They were never located on first order but on second to fifth order dendrites. Some contacts were even found at geometric distances >100 µm (cf., Fig. 7A). The geometric distances of inhibitory contacts onto L4 spiny neurons are comparable to those of excitatory contacts found at L4-L5 or L4-L2/3 excitatory connections (Feldmeyer et al. 1999, 2002). Furthermore, the distribution of the dendritic distances of inhibitory synaptic contacts established by BIns onto L4 spiny neurons and of reciprocal excitatory contacts onto L4 BIns are similar (cf., Fig. 7A,C). Thus, GABAergic contacts are in a position to inhibit neighboring excitatory contacts on the same dendrite rather than the excitation via integration at the L4 spiny neuron soma.

GABAergic L4 interneurons in the somatosensory cortex with a highly localized axonal domain have been described previously. In his study, Lorente de Nó (who mistakenly identified the barrel cortex as acoustic cortex; Lorente de Nó 1922, 1992; Fairén 2007) showed a “camera lucida” drawing of a L4 neuron with a dense, barrel-confined axonal domain resembling that of the BIn characterized here. In another study, examples of L4 interneurons in the barrel cortex with a dense local axonal domain have also been demonstrated (Porter et al. 2001), but their morphology was not analyzed quantitatively and in correlation with the barrel column. These neurons were excited by thalamocortical afferents, are PV-positive and had fast AP firing patterns. It is likely that these neurons are identical to BIns. Feed-forward inhibition of L4 spiny neurons by FS L4 interneurons in rat barrel cortex was also investigated by Sun et al. (2006); however, the morphological characterization of this L4 interneuron type was not sufficient to allow a correlation with L4 BIns.

Functional Role of BIns

In combination with previous work, our study describes L4 BIns as PV-positive, FS interneurons in layer 4 of the barrel cortex that receive synaptic input directly from the VPM nucleus of the thalamus. They show an extremely high connectivity with L4 spiny neurons that in turn exhibit strong back projections onto L4 BIns. The Bln–L4 spiny neuron connectivity is extremely high the connectivity ratio of 60–70% found here is among the highest reported so far in the literature (e.g., Fino and Yuste 2011) and significantly larger than any described for excitatory synaptic connections in the barrel cortex (e.g., Helmstaedter et al. 2008; Lefort et al. 2009; Feldmeyer 2012).

In consequence, the Bln–L4 spiny neuron connections form a highly efficient feed-forward and feedback inhibitory microcircuit that terminates the excitation of L4 spiny neurons in their home barrel within 1–2 ms after its generation. Runaway excitation by prolonged AP firing of L4 spiny neurons is therefore blocked efficiently and, in consequence, the L4 excitatory neurons remain responsive to high-frequency synaptic input.

Under in vivo conditions, excitatory L4 neurons in rat barrel cortex respond to a single-whisker deflection or a thalamocortical stimulation with an initial fast depolarization that is rapidly curtailed by a membrane hyperpolarization (Swadlow 1995; Brecht and Sakmann 2002; Bruno and Simons 2002; Swadlow and Gusev 2002). The dense Bln–L4 spiny neuron network may be the structural basis of this powerful inhibitory mechanism. Consistent with this, we found short latencies at the inhibitory synapse between BIns and L4 spiny neurons (0.5±0.1 ms for IPSPs, 1.0±0.3 ms for EPSPs, P<0.001; see Fig. 5B). This is probably due to the shorter axonal pathway of L4 BIns compared with L4 spiny neurons (Feldmeyer et al. 1999). Short latencies of simultaneously firing inhibitory neurons in a neuronal network will contribute to a high temporal resolution of the sensory system. Only within a brief time period, excitatory activity of L4 spiny neurons can be distributed to intra- and translaminar barrel cortex neurons and contribute to somatosensory perception; thereafter, excitation is effectively curtailed by GABAergic inhibition. Thus, BIns and other L4 interneurons generate a “brief window of excitability” during which spike generation in L4 spiny neurons can occur (Swadlow 2003) and can ultimately shut down excitation and “reset” spiking activity. This allows processing of a higher number of incoming signals (APs) within a given period of time and hence results in an improved frequency coding of sensory signals, a prerequisite for e.g. texture discrimination performed by mystacial vibrissae.
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Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.oxfordjournals.org/.
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